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Abstract
Purpose: The aim of this study was to determine the excision efficiency of hSMUG1 (human single-strand-selective
monofunctional uracil-DNA glycosylase) for 5-formyluracil (fU), a major thymine lesion formed by ionizing radiation,
opposite all normal bases in DNA, to possibly explain mutation induction by fU in the DNA of mammalian cells.
Materials and methods: An enzymatically [32P]labelled fU-containing 36 nucleotide DNA sequence plus its complementary
sequence (with an A, C, G or T residue inserted opposite fU) was subjected to hSMUG1 in a pH 7.5-buffer, followed by
NaOH-mediated cleavage of the resultant abasic sites. Cleaved and uncleaved DNA were separated by denaturing
electrophoresis and quantified by autoradiography.
Results: The hSMUG1 excised fU from DNA opposite all normal bases with the highest activity when opposite non-
cognate C or T followed by G and cognate A.
Conclusions: The predominant T!G and T!A transversions induced by fU in mammalian cells may be explained by
replicative incorporation of C and T, respectively, opposite the lesion and subsequent SMUG1-initiated repair of fU.
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Introduction

In the electron transport chain of mitochondria as

well as at other locations in aerobic cells reactive

oxygen species (ROS) are formed as toxic by-

products, reacting with a multitude of molecules

including DNA. In addition, ROS are formed by

ionizing radiation and photosensitization reactions

involving both ultraviolet and visible light (Halliwell

and Gutteridge 1989). 5-Formyluracil (fU) is an

abundant ROS-formed thymine product both de-

tected in DNA in vitro (Kasai et al. 1990, Douki

et al. 1996) as well as in cellular DNA (Pouget et al.

2002, Hong and Wang 2007), acting mainly as a

mutagenic lesion if not repaired, primarily by the

base excision repair (BER) pathway (Bjelland and

Seeberg 2003). BER is initiated by a DNA

glycosylase leaving behind an abasic (AP) site. The

AP site can subsequently be removed and replaced

by a correct nucleotide by the sequential action of

50-acting AP endonuclease, DNA deoxyribopho-

sphodiesterase, DNA polymerase and DNA ligase

(Lindahl and Wood 1999, Slupphaug et al. 2003).

The principal fU glycosylase activity was first

characterized in Escherichia coli (Bjelland et al.

1994), and a decade later identified in mammalian

cells as a function of the SMUG1 (single-strand-

selective monofunctional uracil-DNA glycosylase 1)

protein (Masaoka et al. 2003, Matsubara et al. 2003).

In addition, human NTH1 (endonuclease III homo-

logue 1) and MBD4 (methylated DNA-binding

domain protein 4) and mouse Tdg (mismatch-

specific thymine-DNA glycosylase) proteins, as well

as the human nucleotide excision repair complex,
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have been found to exhibit activity for fU in DNA

in vitro (Miyabe et al. 2002, Liu et al. 2003, Kino

et al. 2004).

Largely, fU induces different DNA base substitu-

tions, but the nature of these seems different in

bacteria and mammalian cells (Fujikawa et al. 1998,

Ånensen et al. 2001, Kamiya et al. 2002). In the

present report we describe the opposite-base depen-

dent removal of fU from DNA by hSMUG1 protein,

and suggest how this may explain the spectrum of

mutations induced in mammalian cells as compared

to bacteria.

Materials and methods

Enzymes

Human SMUG1 and UNG2 (uracil-N-glycosylase

2) proteins were purified to apparent physical

homogeneity as described (Kavli et al. 2002).

Human OGG1 (8-oxoguanine-DNA glycosylase 1)

protein was a gift from Dr M. Bjørås (Bjørås et al.

1997).

Enzymatic cleavage of a DNA fragment containing a fU

residue inserted at a specific position

The fU-containing 10 nucleotide (nt) DNA se-

quence 50-GGAGAfUCTCC-30 was prepared as

described (Ono et al. 1994) and phosphorylated

using T4 polynucleotide kinase and [g-32P]ATP

(Amersham Biosciences Europe GmbH, Freiburg,

Germany) (fU-oligo). All additional oligonucleotides

were provided by MedProbe/Eurogentec S.A. The

fU-oligo was annealed to a complementary sequence

[with an A, C, G or T residue (¼X) inserted

opposite fU] being the middle part of a 36 nt

oligonucleotide (30-AACTGTAACGGGACCTCT

XGAGGATCTGCTTAAGGG-50), together with

two other oligonucleotides complementary to the

rest of the 36 nt oligonucleotide, followed by

treatment with T4 DNA ligase. The final radiola-

belled substrate was purified on a 20% (w/v)

denaturing (7 M urea) polyacrylamide gel. The

glycosylase reactions with purified enzymes

were performed in 20 ml of 70 mM MOPS [3-(N-

morpholino)propanesulphonic acid], pH 7.5, 1 mM

ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), 1 mM

dithiothreitol, 5% (v/v) glycerol (reaction buffer) as

described under Results, followed by the addition

of 0.1 M NaOH (20 ml) and incubation at 908C
for 30 min. Following centrifugation, formamide-

containing loading buffer (20 ml) was added to each

sample, the mixtures incubated at 1008C for 3 min

and stored on ice. Each sample (7 ml) was subjected

to electrophoresis on a 20% (w/v) polyacrylamide/7

M urea gel to separate cleaved from uncleaved

DNA. Visualization and quantification were

performed by autoradiography using KodakTM

X-OMATTM Blue Film (NEN #NEF596;

PerkinElmer Norge AS, Oslo, Norway) which was

analyzed on a Gel Doc 2000 apparatus (Bio-Rad

Laboratories, USA), where per cent cleavage was

determined using GeneSnap and GeneTools soft-

wares (Syngene, Cambridge, UK). The amount of

product formed (see Figure 1C) was calculated

from per cent cleavage of the substrate DNA added

(see Figure 1B; 0.64 fmol), which divided by the

incubation time results in the reaction rate v (see

next section).

Kinetic and data analysis

The kinetic model used in this study describes

processing of a substrate DNA by the enzyme E

leading to the cleavage product P:

DNA�!k P ðR1Þ

Reaction rate v and first-order rate constant k of

process R1 are expressed by Equation 1:

v ¼ � d½DNA�
dt

¼ d½P�
dt
¼ k½DNA� ð1Þ

In case the enzyme is in excess over DNA, reaction

rate v is expressed by:

v ¼ kcat
½E�tot ½DNA�
KD þ ½E�tot

ð2Þ

where kcat is the turnover number and the subscript

tot refers to the total enzyme concentration. KD can

be interpreted as a rapid equilibrium constant

between free and enzyme-bound substrate or as a

steady state constant. Derivation and discussion of

Equation 2 are presented elsewhere (Leiros et al.

2007).

In order to determine kcat and KD, k is first

determined from enzymatic cleavage experiments as

v/[DNA] (Equation 1) with v as the amount of

cleaved substrate (nM) per time unit (min) and

where [DNA] refers to its initial concentration. From

Equations 1 and 2 k is expressed by:

k ¼ kcat
½E�tot

KD þ ½E�tot

ð3Þ

Experimentally determined k values as a function of

[E]tot were fitted to Equation 3 using the program

KaleidaGraph (www.synergy.com). Good agree-

ments between experimental results and the model

equations were obtained (see Figure 1D). From the
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fit estimates, kcat and KD values were obtained for the

different substrates (see Table I).

Homology modelling of hSMUG1

Homology modelling of the structure of hSMUG1

was based on the previously determined crystal

structure of SMUG1 from Xenopus laevis (xSMUG1)

(Wibley et al. 2003). The sequence identity between

the two protein homologues is 65% for the modelled

region comprising residues 38–280 and 27–269 for

xSMUG1 and hSMUG1, respectively. The se-

quences align without insertions or deletions; there-

fore, the structure of hSMUG1 was modelled by

direct threading of the hSMUG1 sequence onto the

xSMUG1 structure using SwissPDBViewer (Guex

and Peitsch 1997). Within the SMUG1 substrate-

binding pocket and DNA-interacting wedge-motif,

there are no sequence discrepancies. The crystal

structure of xSMUG1 with uracil soaked into the

substrate-binding pocket (Wibley et al. 2003) was

used as template for modelling of the hSMUG1-

uracil- and hSMUG1-fU-interactions.

Table I. Kinetic parameters for the opposite-base dependent

excision of fU from DNA by hSMUG1.

Opposite

base kcat min71 KD nM

kcat/KD min71/

nM (fold)

A 0.021+ 0.007 1100+ 900 0.00002 (1)

G 0.014+ 0.002 200+ 100 0.00007 (3.5)

C 0.012+ 0.002 70+ 50 0.00018 (9)

T 0.012+ 0.002 50+ 30 0.00022 (11)

Errors indicate the standard error of the mean (SEM) for n¼ 4

independent experiments.

Figure 1. Opposite-base dependent excision of fU from DNA by hSMUG1. (A) The oligonucleotides containing fU at a specific position

utilized as substrates. The size of the incision product following glycosylase excision of the specified base lesion and base-catalyzed

phosphodiester bond cleavage of the resulting abasic site by alkali treatment is indicated. (B) Cleavage of [32P]labelled 36 nt DNA into 18 nt

repair product is shown for a typical experiment. Enzyme (0–80 pmol) was incubated with substrate (0.64 fmol; upper bands), only differing

by containing a different base opposite fU as indicated, in 10 ml reaction buffer at 378C for 30 min. (C) The linear range of product

formation as a function of protein concentration based on four independent experiments. (D) Calculated k values as a function of [E]tot,

together with a curve fit of Equation 3 to the experimental data (see Results section).
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Results

To analyze the efficiency of fU excision from the

fU � A match and the different mismatches of the fU

base, a certain amount of a defined DNA sequence

with fU inserted at a specific position (Figure 1A)

was used as substrate for hSMUG1. To avoid

interference from less well-defined factors such as

possible product inhibition (released base; AP-site)

and enzyme inactivation, activity was measured using

enzyme in excess of substrate (Leiros et al. 2007). As

opposed to the controls without enzyme, NaOH-

mediated cleavage of all four substrate duplexes was

observed in the presence of hSMUG1 irrespective of

the base opposite fU (Figure 1B). However, the fU

excision efficiency was highly dependent on the

opposite base (Figure 1C), as the reaction with the

fU � C and fU � T oligomers proceeded4 10 times

faster than the reaction with the fU � A oligomer, and

an intermediate rate was observed with the fU � G

oligomer. The first order rate constant k, which

describes the overall accumulation of product during

the excision, is presented in Figure 1D, indicating

that hSMUG1 excises fU opposite non-

cognate C, T (kcat¼ 0.012+ 0.002 min71) and G

(kcat¼ 0.014+ 0.002 min71) half as fast as opposite

cognate A (kcat¼ 0.021+ 0.007 min71) (Table I).

However, due to a significantly higher KD, the kcat/

KD values indicate that the fU � C and fU � T

substrates are cleaved four times more efficiently

than the fU � G substrate and 10 times more

efficiently than the fU � A substrate (Table I). We

also incubated all four oligomers with identical

amounts (in pmol) of hUNG2 and hOGG1 proteins

under the same conditions as for hSMUG1, resulting

in no cleavage in any context of base-pairing (data

not shown).

Furthermore, we have performed homology mod-

elling of hSMUG1 based on the crystal structure of

X. laevis SMUG1 (Wibley et al. 2003), indicating

that both uracil and fU form relatively strong and

specific interactions in the substrate-binding pocket.

While a water molecule forms hydrogen bonds to the

main-chain nitrogens of Gly87 and Met91 in the

uracil-protein complex (Figure 2A), the formyl

group of fU replaces this water molecule and its

interactions (Figure 2B). By inspecting both the

homology model of hSMUG1 overlaid onto the

crystal structure of the complex formed between

xSMUG1 and double-stranded DNA (PDB entry

1OE5) previously determined (Wibley et al. 2003),

no sequence-specific interactions nearer than about

9.5Å with nucleotides in the complementary strand

could be observed in any of the two SMUG1s (data

not shown), suggesting that the differences in fU

excision efficiency between the different opposite

bases (Table I) solely are due to differences in base

pair stability (Figure 3). As indicated above, this

accords with the efficiency by which hSMUG1

removes damaged bases from single-stranded

DNA (Kavli et al. 2002, Masaoka et al. 2003)

(Table II).

Figure 2. The substrate-binding pocket of hSMUG1 and its

interactions with uracil (A) and fU (B). Protein residues are

shown in ball-and-stick representations. Carbon atoms are

coloured green in protein and orange in DNA base analogue.

Hydrogen bond interactions are indicated with black dashed

lines. For clarity, the p–p stacking interaction formed between

the base and Phe98 has been omitted, as well as the side-chain of

Met84.
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Discussion

Previous work has shown that mammalian SMUG1

excises fU from both single- and double-stranded

DNA (Table II) and exhibits 1.9-fold higher activity

when fU is placed opposite G compared to A

(Masaoka et al. 2003, Matsubara et al. 2003). Using

a similar amount of enzyme compared to substrate

and DNA of similar length we here demonstrate the

efficiency by which hSMUG1 removes fU from

double-stranded DNA in all contexts of base-pairing,

including opposite C and T (Figure 1C). The results

show that hSMUG1 excises fU opposite non-cognate

C and T 4 times more efficiently than opposite

non-cognate G and 10 times more efficiently than

opposite cognate A (Table I). This accords with

our homology modelling of the hSMUG1-uracil

and hSMUG1-fU complexes showing no apparent

interactions with the complementary (see Results

section) as opposed to the damage-containing strand

(Figure 2A, 2B), suggesting that the differences in fU

excision efficiency opposite different bases (Figure 3)

largely are determined by the ease by which the

enzyme may flip-out the fU base into the substrate-

binding pocket (Figure 2B). Our results thus agree

with the widely accepted flipping-out mechanism

for DNA glycosylase action where the enzyme has

Figure 3. Postulated base-pairing properties of fU residues in DNA. Cognate base-pairing with adenine is due to the keto form. Conversion

from keto to ionized (anionic) form increases with pH (see Figure 1A) and results in the fU � G mispair presented. Both these base pairs have

been demonstrated by X-ray analyses of DNA oligomers with fU inserted at a specific site (Tsunoda et al. 2001, 2002), in contrast to the

fU � C and fU � T mispairs which are tentative (Kamiya et al. 2002).

Table II. Mammalian proteins evaluated for repairing fU in DNA in vitro.

Enzyme Activity Reference

Active

hSMUG1 þCT4G4A, ssDNA This report; (Masaoka et al. 2003)

rSmug1 þA, ssDNA (Masaoka et al. 2003)

hMBD4 þG–A (Liu et al. 2003)

mTdg þG4A (Liu et al. 2003)

hNTH1 þGCT4A (Matsubara et al. 2003; Miyabe et al. 2002; Zhang et al. 2005)

mNth1 þA (Matsubara et al. 2003)

hNEIL1 þTGC4A,ssDNA (Katafuchi et al. 2004; Zhang et al. 2005)

hNER þC4TG–A (Kino et al. 2004)

Not active

hNEIL2 –A (Katafuchi et al. 2004)

hUNG2 –AG This report

hOGG1 –AG This report; (Matsubara et al. 2003)

hMPG –A (Masaoka et al. 1999; Matsubara et al. 2003)

mMpg –A (Matsubara et al. 2003)

The opposite base(s) is(are) indicated in superscript(s); h, human; MPG, methylpurine-DNA glycosylase; m, mouse; NEIL1/2,

endonuclease VIII-like 1/2; NER, nucleotide excision repair; r, rat; ss, single-stranded;þ, cleavage/excision; –, no cleavage/excision

(detected on oligonucleotides with fU inserted at a specific position).
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to disrupt the base-pairing and base-stacking

interactions of fU in double-stranded DNA to

be accommodated in the active site pocket

(McCullough et al. 1999, Wibley et al. 2003). The

interactions with both uracil and fU were compared,

showing that in order for fU to be accepted into the

substrate-binding pocket of hSMUG1, a water

molecule has to be replaced (Figure 2A, 2B). This

has also been indicated earlier (Matsubara et al.

2004), where the chemical character of some of the

substrates was examined and sketched out as two-

dimensional projections.

Other mammalian proteins than SMUG1 have

also been found to harbour activity towards fU in

DNA in vitro. A fU-releasing activity working in all

contexts of base-pairing was recently demonstrated

to be a function of the hNTH1 protein (Miyabe

et al. 2002) (Table II). The enzymatic efficiency

seems to be similar to that of hSMUG1, indicating

that hNTH1 may be equally important as hSMUG1

in the excision of fU from cellular DNA in

mammals. However, the importance of hNTH1 as

a mammalian fU DNA glycosylase has been

challenged by another study (Masaoka et al. 2003),

showing that antibodies directed against hSMUG1

effected complete inhibition of the activity for fU

opposite A present in HeLa cell extracts. In

addition, the hNTH1 protein investigated by the

former study was truncated by lacking 22 residues at

the N-terminus, exhibiting a much higher activity

than full-length hNTH1. Using HeLa nuclear

extract, excision of fU opposite G in DNA was

observed to be 10 times more efficient than opposite

A (Liu et al. 2003). This can, at least in part, be

explained by the different kinetics of excision of fU

paired with G compared to A shown by hSMUG1

(Table I). This also conforms to the observed

preference of SMUG1 for uracil opposite G rather

than opposite A (Kavli et al. 2002) which has been

suggested to be inflicted by a wedge motif in

hSMUG1 that makes specific contacts with guanine

opposite the lesion (Pettersen et al. 2007), although

from our homology modelling and visualization of

the crystal structure of xSMUG1 in complex with

double-stranded DNA, no such sequence-specific

contacts closer than about 9.5Å can be observed

between residues in the wedge-motif of the protein

and guanine opposite the lesion. In addition,

mammalian TDG and MBD4 proteins may con-

tribute to the excision of fU from DNA when

opposite G but exhibit very low or no activity,

respectively, when opposite A (Liu et al. 2003).

hNEIL1 as opposed to hNEIL2 also exhibits some

activity for fU in DNA (Katafuchi et al. 2004, Zhang

et al. 2005) (Table II). Also interesting, the human

nucleotide excision repair system excises fU most

efficiently opposite C exhibiting lower activity

opposite T followed by G, and with very low

or no activity opposite A (Kino et al. 2004)

(Table II).

Although fU primarily behaves like thymine form-

ing a stable Watson-Crick base pair with adenine

(Bjelland et al. 1995, Tsunoda et al. 2002, Volk et al.

2007), it can also make a stable ionized reversed

wobble base pair with guanine, as demonstrated by

X-ray analyses of double-stranded DNA oligomers

with fU inserted at a specific position (Tsunoda et al.

2001) (Figure 3). This establishes a structural basis

for the frequent induction of A � T!G � C and

G � C!A � T transitions by this lesion in E. coli

(Fujikawa et al. 1998, Ånensen et al. 2001).

In addition, the frequent induction of G � C!T � A

and less frequent induction of A � T!C � G and

A � T!T � A transversions in E. coli provide indirect

evidence that fU also base-pairs with cytosine and

thymine, although not yet confirmed by X-ray or

nuclear magnetic resonance analyses. Clearly, the

G � C!A � T and G � C!T � A mutations arise

from incorporation of 5-formyl-20-deoxyuridine

50-monophosphate into DNA via the damaged

polymerase substrate 5-formyl-20-deoxyuridine

50-triphosphate (fdUTP) rather than initial template

DNA containing fU. However, in vitro replication

studies have shown that template fU directs incor-

poration of dCMP in addition to dAMP in DNA

(Zhang et al. 1997). Two tentative mispairs between

C/T and fU involving the formyl group in hydrogen

bonding (Figure 3) can explain the higher ability of

fU compared to thymine itself to mispair with C and

T (Kamiya et al. 2002). Also, a putative T � T or

T � C mispair formed during replication would not

be fixed by SMUG1 or other known enzymes (see

Figure 4): If not removed by a polymerase 30!50

exonuclease activity they would be efficiently re-

moved by postreplicative mismatch repair (Genschel

et al. 1998).

However, the structural studies cannot explain the

observations showing that the nature of the fU-

induced base substitutions is quite different in E. coli

compared to mammalian cells. While A � T!G � C,

G � C!A � T and G � C!T � A mutations were

induced most frequently in E. coli following exposure

to 5-formyl-20-deoxyuridine or fdUTP (Fujikawa

et al. 1998, Ånensen et al. 2001), A � T!C � G and

A � T!T � A transversions were found to be formed

most frequently following transfection of simian

COS-7 cells with a fU-containing double-stranded

shuttle vector (Kamiya et al. 2002) even though they

should be less favoured structurally. In E. coli these

base substitutions are among the most infrequently

formed (Fujikawa et al. 1998, Ånensen et al. 2001).

However, the present results describing the opposite-

base dependent excision of fU by hSMUG1, which

now should be regarded as the principal fU-DNA
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glycosylase in mammalian cells, provide a reasonable

explanation for this phenomenon.

Notwithstanding that fU is introduced into cellular

DNA – both by in situ oxidation of T to fU and by

incorporation of oxidized precursors – primarily

opposite cognate A (Bjelland et al. 2001), SMUG1

removes fU opposite A inefficiently (Figure 1C).

Notably, this also holds true for the other putative

enzymes involved in fU removal (Table II). This

contrasts with the effective excision of fU when it

becomes, although probably very infrequently,

paired with C and T during replication

(Figure 1C), which should promote induction of

A � T!C � G and A � T!T � A transversions

(Figure 4). Consequently, the ‘unexpected’ T!G

and T!A transversions induced by fU in mamma-

lian cells can be explained by SMUG1-mediated

mutation fixation, dependent on whether excision of

fU occurs prior to or after a transition from the first

to a second type of opposite base during DNA

replication.
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